AMAZING SR.MARY HAYDEN WHOSE PATH CROSSED MINE
Legacy of a Blessed Lady
Sister Mary Hayden died in Nongkhai Thailand at
the Good Shepherd Sisters Convent on Sunday
July 30, 20171 at the age of 98. In the last few
months of her life she was confined to a bed in
her bedroom, cared for and served by the loving
Sisters2 of the convent who surrounded her
constantly, catering to her every need.
A few weeks before she died, Sr. Mary
dictated these words:3
“At long last, I feel the old engine grinding to
a halt but I know I can see the lights of the
station beckoning me. I know that when I
reach them, I will take everyone who has
been in my life with me – all those whom I have loved; all those who
have asked for my prayers.
Every night, I always call them, ‘My little ones. I know I will take all of
‘my little ones’ with me. I will not step off the train alone.” - Sr Pranee
During her life in Vietnam and Thailand she was visited by friends from all over
the world who remembered her incredible soft spoken wisdom, her quick Irish
wit that made all of us laugh, her courage to endure when it seemed all else
was lost, her deep unwavering faith and her sincere confidence in our Lord
Jesus Christ. She peacefully awaited her final assignment to ‘found’ that next
mission that she said would be ‘to meet my Good Shepherd’. There is no doubt
that she met Him at the entrance to His Kingdom where He gently directed her
to ‘stand to His right among the sheep He shepherds’ while whispering to her
“Job well done good and noble servant”.
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“Fearful yet unshakable, courageous yet meek, selflessly putting the welfare
of others first, Sr. Mary is the epitome of the Corporal Works of Mercy.”

Early Life in County Kilkenny
I first met this fascinating lady and several other Good Shepherd Sisters on my
third visit to Sarnelli4 orphanage in October 2005. It was the month we
commissioned the Charlene Richard House5 at the orphanage. My friend and
founder of Sarnelli, Fr Mike Shea6, introduced me to Sister Mary, who was 86
years old at the time. I knew absolutely nothing about this gracious, elderly lady
except that she was the former Provincial of a small group of nuns who were
training young Thai and Lao women to design and sew fine silk cloth into
fashionable garments for women. The finished garments were sold in a “retail
store” that doubled with the seamstress-training center in the same building.
But it was on my fourth visit to Sarnelli in the summer of 2009 that I learned
much more about Sister Mary, who she really was, and her incredible lifelong
work in Southeast Asia. Every Thursday morning at Sarnelli there is a routine.
Fr Mike awakens around 5:00 AM. After dressing and eating a light breakfast
with coffee, he drives the 15 miles from his Sarnelli rectory7 to Nongkhai8 and
the Good Shepherd Sisters Convent. There he celebrates 6:30 AM mass in the
small convent chapel where the nuns and Sr. Mary, of course, are in
attendance. On this Thursday Fr Mike invites me to join him for mass at the
convent.
After mass, about 7:00 AM, the Sisters leave the chapel and walk across the
courtyard that is laden with colorful tropical plants; planted crotons, hanging
buckhorn and orchids, pot-planted luscious green ferns and broad leaf
philodendron. The Sisters gather for breakfast in their small breakfast room
about a round table. Atop the round table is mounted a large rotary “Lazy
Susan” from which breakfast food is shared. Fr Mike and I are invited to join
them for breakfast, taking our seats we enjoy a tasty breakfast with the nuns.
Fr Mike never eats much at any meal, but I do; eggs over-easy with butter on
toast, small sausages, papaya, mango, banana, delightful preserves, and caféau-lait. I always look forward to this wonderful moment of peace with the
Sisters. While the food is delightful I am more eager to hear the soft spoken
words of wisdom from the tongue of Sr. Mary, after the ‘Grace Before Meals’
is recited, of course, and as breakfast begins.
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This is the grand moment for me, on Thursday mornings, when this
extraordinary lady shares the words of wisdom of her incredible life; a life laced
with day-to-day daunting challenges, her coming face to face with danger when
most would cower, her fearless service to God and love of neighbor, or
whatever confronts her face to face. Sr. Mary Hayden is the epitome of the
Corporal Works of Mercy (Mt 25: 31-49). There’s no doubt as to where she will
‘found’ her final mission. I say to myself, “It will be on His right side among the
sheep”.
Her name was ‘Anne’, given by her parents Charlie and Elizabeth Hayden9, born
on September 19, 1919 in County Kilkenny, Ireland. One of three siblings, all
girls, she was raised in a loving family living in the town-hall of Ballygub10 on a
tillage and livestock farm. Her older sisters were named Nora and Mary. The
family led a life that was prayer and joy-filled, light-hearted and quick-witted,
simple but poetic, straightforward and traditional; as one might expect being
raised in Ireland, “a country of simple faith where God was part of the family.
The emphasis was more on God’s intense love for us than our love for him. Every
moment you met someone, there was a reference made to God”11.
Anne embraced her humble beginnings and this would serve her well in the
years ahead, for it was to be the foundation of the incredible lady she would
become. She first learned, on the farm at age nine, that there are times when
sadness must mingle with joy in this life. She lost her eleven year old older
sister, Mary, due to scarlet fever12, and exactly one year later her loving mother
Elizabeth died. The Lord was preparing her. This would not be the only time
Anne experienced sadness in her life.
Charlie was a hard-working father who provided for his family by growing
potatoes, shearing sheep, and milking dairy cows. His sister, ‘beloved Aunt
Bess’,13 moved into the farmhouse after Elizabeth died. Subbing for Elizabeth
as best she could, Bess became an integral part of the family; cooking delicious
meals, teaching the two girls to bake cookies and cakes, helping with farm
chores as everyone did, and of course, raising Anne and Nora teaching them in
strong moral values. In her early teens Anne entered ‘high school’ to learn
‘home economics’14 but she knew, even at that early age, she did not want to
lead a life of farming nor become a ‘farmer’s wife’15.
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As a teenager, she claimed to be defiant describing herself as a ‘wild life’,16 but
her rebellious manner was short lived. By age fifteen she attended a retreat
where the Holy Spirit of God led her to fall in love with Jesus Christ. From that
moment forward she never looked back, deciding to give her life to God as she
proclaimed, ‘for this I know where my future lay’17. In 1936 several nuns and
the Prioress of the Good Shepherd Sisters order visited Ballygub seeking young
girls to join their mission and to become novices. So, at age seventeen Anne
applied18 and in one year was admitted. At age eighteen she joined the Good
Shepherd Sisters order19, gave up her beloved Ireland, left her beloved father
Charlie, beloved sister Nora, beloved Aunt Bess, and all that was known to her
since birth.
Novitiate Life in Angers France
In August 1938, and not yet nineteen years old, she entered the novitiate at the
Good Shepherd Sisters Motherhouse20 in Angers France to begin her studies.
She ‘took the habit on February 8, 1939’21 and the name ‘Mary’. Going forward
she would no longer be known as Anne, but as ‘Mary’ and she vowed to be sent
to wherever her Provincial said she was needed. In six years she’d be ’Sr. Mary’,
as she was and will forever be known to us … as Sr. Mary.
On her twentieth birthday, the Nazis were invading Poland and the clouds of
war loomed large in Europe. For the balance of 1939 through 1941 she was
confined inside the walls of the convent and the exterior walls of the convent
building and garden. This was a time of quiet, pious, and austere measures of
confined life in a convent. She was engaged by practicing silence, complying
with strict rules, carrying out chores22, learning self-disciple and obedience to
her superiors while “slowly realizing that the emphasis was not so much on
being loved by Jesus but on keeping multiple rules and regulations to please him
and gain merit. The Jesus I had loved and known was moving further and further
away from my daily life. Then the terrible confusion of scrupulosity began to
take over my life. Jesus had become my rigid and demanding judge. Nothing I
could do would please him.”23
She was basically unaware of the happenings in the outside world24, even in the
close surroundings just outside that exterior wall in a deteriorating world that
challenged the existence of civilization. But misery quickly visited inside the
walls of the Good Shepherd Sisters convent with the tragic loss of many novices
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due to tuberculosis. Mary feared that she too would succumb to the disease.
She did contract TB and survived, but suffered from the effects of it for the rest
of her life.
Trials would continue as she entered the second year of her novitiate. By 1941,
she found herself sliding into deep seated confusion “caught in a net of
scruples. I had no choice. I could neither earn nor return God’s love. ‘Be perfect
as your heavenly father is perfect’. I was to keep every rule minutely, perfectly.
But it was beyond me.”25
Confusion deepened and she was overcome with dark moods. Her basic belief
foundation, absorbed from her early solid Irish heritage, was shaken at its core
such that “that everything I did was wrong. There was no way to please God by
good acts, no way to reach him.” She’d question herself, “I was falling more
and more into the way of scruples – was this right or wrong?”26
Sr. Mary recalled later in life, after ‘wisdom set in’, when she journaled her
‘dark night’ experiences of the early years of the novitiate. “I have been able to
see what the problem was but in those days my eyes were blinded and I could
not see. The Jansenist heresy had quite an influence on the church of France.
Jansenism was ‘inflexible, rigorous and emphasized the difficulty of achieving
salvation, as well as our own worthiness to receive communion’. I could not earn
God’s love; I could not return it. My love was to consist in keeping every rule
minutely, in loving God, never displeasing him and doing everything with
perfection. But it was beyond me. The next problem was that I was caught in a
net of scruples. What was the point of religion seeing as there was no way to
please God by doing good acts or helping. Yes, he liked it and it was a way of
showing our love but that was not a way to reach him for I felt that we could
not reach him that way. Then one day the real blow came. I didn’t realize it then
but it was the start of the darkness I was to go through for many years.”27
Mary made her first vows on the Feast of Our Lady, February 8, 1941, at a time
when shortage of food was becoming a major issue not only due to the war but
also the onslaught of the bitter winter of 1941. Even more difficult than the
perils of starvation, disease, and the cold winters over the next three years was
the heartbreaking arrests by Nazis of young British novices and Jewish girls who
sought haven at the convent. Sr. Mary recalled28 that the “British novices were
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removed from the convent early in the war by the Nazis. Being Irish 29, they left
us alone. Later, they’d arrive unexpectedly and searched for others who had
sought refuge. There were Jewish girls who came to us for shelter. When the
Nazis found them, they too were arrested and we never learned the outcome
for any of them.”
Many years after the war, in the year 2012, Sr. Mary had been reading and
studying the words of St. Therese of Liseux and “found an exact description of
what her experience was at the beginning of the dark night of the soul and it
echoed my own during the second year of my novitiate. Therese was entering
a profound spiritual test; the darkest storm; the night of nothingness, she
called it. She felt wholly devoid of the security of the faith. She was clutched in
the grip of dread. She began a long and solitary walk through a dark
underground cavern, a dark tunnel and no light and no end. I can now see
where I was standing”.
Continuing in her journal, Sr. Mary wrote about herself. ”I was on a small bridge
joining the French and English speaking novitiate, when suddenly without
warning, a spiritual terror came upon me. I remembered it too well. I was alone
and I felt I had fallen into a void and then from there, I could not put words to
my terror and I could not discuss it with a single soul. My terror turned into a
sort of living nightmare that I was going insane. I rushed to see my mistress of
novices, Mother Euphrasia, who was a warm hearted person but one who knew
absolutely nothing about guidance of the soul. ‘Mother’, I said ‘I’m afraid I’m
going insane.’ Her reply was, ‘Well, if you are dear, just go and say all your
prayers before the statue before you do.’ The statue was Our Lady of Mercy
sitting down with a three year old Jesus on her knee. I gradually became aware
that I would have to carry the burden alone. My one and only desire was to put
Jesus out of my life as he was now my stern, unyielding judge and not the lover
I had fallen in love with. I prayed for physical suffering because it would have
been a relief from what I was going through.”30
Horrible spiritual turpitude had been striking at the interior of Mary’s soul but
there was also physical terror in the air over the convent, and the entire region,
that did not only strike from the harassment and cruelty of the Nazis. During
the Normandy invasion in the 64 days leading up to the liberation of Angers,
Allied planes would fly over strafing the area. It was an intense time. Sr. Mary
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recalled31, “They shot up anyone they found outside. We stayed in the convent
and only went outside at night to dig potatoes, the only food left for us to eat.”
By the time the 64 days elapsed there were no potatoes left in the garden and
no opportunity to plant a new crop.
Liberty Road32 begins at Utah Beach in Normandy France and winds through St.
Malo, Rennes, Angers, onward to Metz and ending at Bastogne in Belgium. It is
known today as the “commemoration” route taken by General George Patton’s
3rd Army. The 4th Armored Division and 5th Infantry Division had been fighting
and liberating villages and cities in the vicinity of “Liberty Road” for two
months. Now they were ordered to liberate Angers France. They had pushed
the Germans back from Anjou, northwest of the city, on August 5. But to seize
Angers the decision was made to enter the city from the east as a surprise move
to route the Germans having regrouped inside the city. On August 9th the 5th
Infantry crossed the Maine33 where they were joined by the local French Forces
of the Interior. The fight started and moved toward city center where the Good
Shepherd Sisters Motherhouse is located34. Some of the Nazi soldiers were
positioned on the convent grounds and near Parc de Balzac street intersection,
one block from the Maine. Sr. Mary recalled35, “Fighting raged nearly two days,
rifle fire was constant, noisy bursts of artillery were so loud the convent shook.
We were afraid and prayed the entire time but remained calm, huddled in the
subbasement. Late that afternoon there was a sudden quietness in our
quarters. It seemed the fighting had ended.”
Angers was liberated on August 11 and Paris on August 25 1944. Food was in
very short supply in Angers and the destruction in and around the city
significant. It would have been difficult to survive the cold of another
impending harsh winter so the novices left Angers for Orleans where food was
in greater supply and a chance for warmer accommodations. War damage in
Orleans was limited to the late May 1943 allied bombing of the railway station.
But almost immediately after this the people of Orleans, led by the city mayor,
began to rebuild and the city did not suffer the intense ravages of the war as
did so many other French cities. Here the novices led a life of “relative” comfort
being kept warm by the boiler where they worked in a laundry for a nearby
POW36 camp. The war ended on September 2, 1945 and after nearly a full year
Mary and the other novices in Orleans returned to Angers. It was ten days after
the war ended and exactly five and one half years that had elapsed since Mary
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was admitted to the convent where she would now take her final vows, in the
Motherhouse. It was an impressive Investiture37 for Sister Mary on Wednesday
September 12, 1945 when she was conferred the honor to wear the ‘black veil’.
The harsh physical experiences she had endured; being deprived of food,
fighting illness, and struggling with the cold while living in harm’s way prepared
Sr. Mary for her ministry, her future, and the daunting challenges she was
destined to confront. All of that would come soon enough, but none of that
clicked in her mind at this time. She was more preoccupied by a strong spiritual
battle raging within her heart, mind, and soul. With all she had experienced in
five and one half years of isolation, probation, and proving herself, the
Investiture was a mere bittersweet event when “I took my Final Vows at the
end of the war and felt cold and indifferent. It was a ceremony to go through –
that was all. We lay on the floor with our arms outstretched and the pall held
over us while the choir sang ‘Dies Irae’ (Day of Wrath). Such were my memories
when I looked back and took the last glimpse of the Motherhouse. We had left
our last foot tread on French soil when we left the Motherhouse in Angers. For
some, our thoughts were overwhelming. For others there were many happy
memories. Indeed, many found happiness amidst the war and suffering. As for
myself, I cannot say I found a great peace or a great joy and yet I continued to
show only a cheerful side to my companions. Many thoughts filled my mind
when we boarded the ship to England.”38

First Missionary Assignment in Asia
With Investiture complete, Sr. Mary was permitted to return to her home in
Ireland for one month to visit her father, sister, and aunt. While at home with
family she showed her cheerful side but deep down the trouble spiraled, she
was suffering spiritually. When the month’s visit came to an end, she
disembarked on a cargo boat for her first foreign missionary assignment in Asia.
For the next thirteen years she would work in Kotahena Sri Lanka at social
institutions for over 600 women and children; at the Good Shepherd Convent,
Nayakakanda Orphanage, and the Refuge House for Women.
By coincidence one day, she discovered a distant cousin who was also a nun.
Her name was Sr. Charles, who upon meeting Sr. Mary for the first time “found
her quietly weeping. Sr. Charles took her firmly by the hand, marched her over
to a picture of Mother Foundress on the wall, and told her that if she was
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coming to Asia to be a missionary, then she had to ‘start by drying her tears!’”
39
The tough love of an unknown relative worked and from that point forward
Sr. Mary enrolled in school, completed her studies receiving a certification to
teach in the British system that qualified her for a teaching position. Learning
languages came easy to her and she excelled in mastering several of them. 40
While living and working in Sri Lanka, Sr. Mary continued to ponder and came
to grips with the struggle going on in her ‘inner sanctum’ related to her time in
the novitiate, “Although we were taught and expected to behave well, our
salvation did not depend on the number of good works, prayers, or virtues we
performed. Salvation was a direct gift from God. He loved us and all he asked
from us was love in return and that love was to accept his love and pass that
love on to others. This was different to the religion I found in France. Now I can
see that the spirituality of the Irish and the early Christians seemed to have had
a very clear focus on the person of Christ.” 41
Besides her main job as a school teacher, Sr. Mary served in many other
capacities. One of her jobs at the Refuge House for Women was to serve as
driver of a very old car used for ferrying pregnant mothers, about to give birth,
to the local hospital in the middle of the night. Sr. Mary was devoted to the
people she lovingly served in Sri Lanka and it was here that she gained the
reputation of ‘selflessly putting the welfare of others first’.
Her primary residence was at the Good Shepherd Convent42 in Kotahena where
she lived, prayed, and taught school. Her evenings were spent in her room, in
the garden, or in the convent chapel quietly reflecting about the torment she
had suffered as a novice. As she edged closer to the end of her twelve year
assignment in Sri Lanka, she continued to study the works of St. Therese of
Liseux and privately journaled her personal trials from the time of the novitiate:
“It was the beginning of, as St Therese so aptly describes it, ‘a long and solitary
walk’ … a trial that was to last 15 years. I could explain it to no one because I
did not know what to say. I had an inconsolable fear of terror itself – that it
would strike at any time. In the middle of this beginning, I was appointed
assistant to the sister who was our pharmacist in our large pharmacy in the
Motherhouse. We planted dandelions and various herbs in our gardens. While
I was dusting the shelves, I saw a bottle labelled ‘poison’. I looked at it and ran
from the room. On my way out, the pharmacy supervisor stopped me and asked
me what was wrong, why my pupils were dilated. ‘Nothing Sister’, I ventured,
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‘probably just sleepy’. I spent long sleepless nights fearing that if I went to sleep,
I might wake up insane. It had become an obsession. Life was meaninglessness
but God used it to turn my mind to see the uselessness of human efforts.
“This is where the chasm grew wider between St Therese and myself. She held
on to her love of Jesus. I sought distractions. Exteriorly I remained cheerful. I
continued my life as usual, though any rules I could divest of unnoticed, I did so.
I managed to come through the days in a normal manner, trying to cast away
the net that engulfed me. It took very little however, to trigger another such
attack of terror. I tried once again to seek guidance from our novice mistress
only to be told this time that, ‘If you come to me again to talk about yourself, I
will give you penance. Our Chaplain was a doddering old man over 90 and I
didn’t even try explaining anything to him.” 43
In the year 1957 Mother Superior summoned her. “Life was about to change
and Sr. Mary’s pioneering life about to begin, though, at 38, she felt she was
‘too old’.”44
Sr. Mary was now bound for her second missionary assignment to Asia. This
time she boarded a cargo boat and was heading to Singapore where she would
meet her co-founder, Sr. Margaret Dymphna Brady, to bring the Good
Shepherd Sisters to Vietnam. Soon after the co-founders met, they discovered
that their personalities clashed and struggled to work easily together on a daily
basis. But their differences did not deter them and, in time, they overcame
their personality conflicts and nurtured their relationship, eventually becoming
close companions. Their lives became intertwined and they’d work tirelessly
together for the next half century.
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“’Service girls’ watered the seed of destruction within,
Sister Mary taught them to water the seed of prosperity instead.”

Second Missionary Assignment in Asia
The domicile of the Good Shepherd Sisters Motherhouse is in the Diocese of
Angers France. In 1956 the bishop there received a request from Monsignor
Ngo Dinh Thuc, brother of the President of South Vietnam, Ngo Dinh Diem45, to
locate a ‘home’ near the capital city of Saigon for the purpose of rehabilitating
‘service girls’. “President Diem wanted neither French nor American
missionaries. The choice fell on Ireland. Two Irish Sisters couldn’t do much
damage to anybody – or so it was thought!”46
In the summer of 1957 the Provincial, Sister Mary Ursula Jung , was invited to
South Vietnam to meet with President Diem for the purpose of establishing a
mission, or ‘home’, for the Sisters to conduct their work. By the autumn of
1957 a house47 was proposed near the US Army Vinh Long48 Airbase. Vinh Long
city is in the Mekong Delta about 65 miles southwest of Saigon. The
arrangement for the house in Vinh Long was accepted by the Provincial and by
early 1958 the co-foundresses, Sisters Mary Hayden and Dymphna Brady,
arrived. For the next few months Sr. Mary would be spending her time
managing “house” renovations in Vinh Long and learning the Vietnamese
language at a convent in Saigon.
The Vinh Long House, also known as the Vinh Long Convent, was opened on
April 24, 1958 and the first group of 20 girls arrived in May. By the end of 1963
nearly 450 girls had been admitted, almost all had been forced into prostitution
due to desperation and economic necessity. These were difficult times for the
mission, as elsewhere in South Vietnam. After initial renovation to the house
and learning the language, Sr. Mary spent her time organizing and managing
the affairs of the mission. The girls who came to Vinh Long usually spent months
in ‘custody homes’ in Saigon and all had been in prostitution for a long time,
but Sr. Mary coordinated with the Social Welfare Department and arranged to
bring first-time offenders to Vinh Long as a means to rescue the younger girls
from prostitution as early as possible. At first the girls were hostile and
resented being placed in a rehabilitation center. It was not an easy start. So Sr.
Mary made it a point to reach out to the people in Vinh Long and from this
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gesture the good people of the city came to support her in many ways,
especially by volunteering their time and skills to the mission.
In the 16 year period from 1958 to the end of 1974 it is estimated that the nuns
at the Vinh Long House trained well over 3,000 girls. During this time, in
addition to the prostitutes, unwed mothers and their children, delinquents, and
homeless street children who ran afoul of the law were admitted adding to the
numbers needing rehabilitation. Sister Fidelma Haverly, an Irish teacher
working with Sr. Mary at the school, summarized simply and accurately where
the education process began for many of the girls; “They're quick to learn, but
over half the girls who come here are illiterate. Some girls are 17 and 18 and
they can't recite their alphabet.”49
So training classes were expanded and occupation therapy for various skill-sets
set up to prepare the girls for employment and to learn a skill, especially as an
option to a livelihood in prostitution. The girls are taught sewing, embroidery,
cooking and household management, child care, hairdressing and typing.
Training lasted between two or three years, long enough to learn a trade at
which time the sisters found jobs for them in either Saigon or in other towns in
the Mekong Delta. With these gestures the girls began to realize that the Good
Shepherd Sisters were genuine in their compassion, love, concern, and caring
for them. The atmosphere changed and the girls soon realized that the Vinh
Long House was really their home, not incarceration.
For US servicemen stationed at the airbase, the convent became a welcome
place of pleasant peace and relaxation. “Sr. Mary’s good humor, political savvy,
and carrot cake were a huge attraction for those so far from home and she
became a legend for all who served there. She was affectionately known as the
‘Sergeant Major’50 of the Good Shepherd Convent by the officers and men of
the Vinh Long airbase”51.
Meanwhile, the rumors of war spread throughout the area while the
communists (Viet Cong) infiltrated small local villages. With their safety
imperiled and living in fear, many children left their rural homes and arrived at
the mission with heartbreaking stories of emotional and physical scarring, and
hardship. The Sisters arranged for them to attend school in relative peace that
lasted for awhile. Later, the Viet Cong encroached on the larger towns and
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eventually into the cities where they terrified the larger population. All of this
led, of course, to greater maiming and killing, and the eventual, complete
collapse and takeover of South Vietnam.

1968 Tet Offensive
My fifth visit to Sarnelli was in the summer of 2011. My wife Dottie, son Ben,
daughter-in-law Laurie, and three of my grandchildren52 joined me for a
‘missionary experience’ at the orphanage. During our Thursday breakfast
meetings with Sr. Mary, she shared her tragic experience in Vinh Long.
In my view, when taken from what I have learned from Sr. Mary over the past
twelve years, there were three major heartbreaking events of the Vietnam War
that ‘challenged the survival of the missions’ in Vinh Long and Saigon, and the
work of the Good Shepherd Sisters. The first of these is the 1968 Tet Offensive.
The Sisters, their staff, and the girls were evacuated to the nearby Vinh Long
airbase when the town and entire area came under siege. In the middle of the
offensive the ‘house’ and other mission buildings were attacked by the Viet
Cong. American pilot Captain Robin Miller53 piloted his aircraft heroically
rescuing them. A journaled account of the start of the Viet Cong attack on the
convent is taken from Sr. Mary’s booklet:54
“That morning, February 1, we heard what sounded like a routine
Viet Cong attack on the American airbase nearby. As usual
everybody went downstairs. It was about 3 AM. Usually these
attacks ended when helicopters got into the air, but this attack
seemed more vicious. There was heavy fighting near us and three
ear splitting explosions sent everyone scurrying for shelter. The
attack showed no signs of ending and heavy shooting was heard
coming from the town.
About midday, our Vietnamese guards told us that the Viet Cong
had entered the town. Fires had broken out and flames could be
seen for miles around. As evening approached we were really scared
as rumors of atrocities by the Viet Cong ran wild. We telephoned
the airbase and asked for some security for the night. Lt Commander
Bouchard and two of his men arrived with machine guns. They
decided to not show themselves and climbed on the roof, saying
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they would only take action if the Viet Cong entered the convent
grounds.
All night long the shooting continued. It was terrifying, no one could
sleep. The girls tried to sleep on the dining room floor. Next
morning Commander Brouchard and his men, haggard from the all
night watch came down from the roof. They had refrained from
firing a shot all night although the Viet Cong had machine gunned
the convent. Gunfire continued all around the center and the Sisters
did not know exactly what was happening until 10:00 AM, when a
good friend of the convent rang from the base to say that it looked
like the Viet Cong were leaving the town. At 4 PM, however, our
driver with fear in his eyes came to tell us that all Americans had left
the town and were evacuated to the airbase. We rushed to the
phone but it was dead. It had been cut. Just then, one of our guards,
a brave man, shouted from the gatepost. ‘The Viet Cong are
coming!’ We saw them racing toward the fence and we had no
illusions. We were lost, we thought. At that instant we heard a cool
familiar voice behind us. It was Captain Miller saying, ‘A helicopter
is here to get you people out!’
Under heavy fire Captain Miller lifted all of the occupants of the
convent to the relative security of an airbase nearby. He made at
least sixteen trips to get the Sisters, girls, and employees, including
our three faithful guards out. Captain Miller said he had to almost
drag the guards onto the helicopter. They wanted so much to do
their duty. One of them in particular was decorated for bravery
quite a few times before coming to us. Captain Robin Miller said that
when he failed to reach the convent by phone he feared the worst.
He then called a staff sergeant to fetch a couple of machine guns.
He was taking the Huey which they had just test flown, without
arms, into the air to check our convent Two of his gun-ships had just
refueled, so Captain Miller asked them to fly cover for him. Flying as
low as 50 feet above the convent grounds, he and his crew drew
heavy fire. He finally decided to land inside the grounds and see if
he could get a mass evacuation under way. Leaving his crew to
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protect the Sisters and girls who had to wait, he started his shuttle
back and forth, bringing 200 persons to safety.”
By February 1968, Sr. Mary had been in Vietnam and serving the mission in Vinh
Long for ten years. No stranger to terrorism and not a woman easily frayed, she
admitted that this offensive was unlike anything that her mission had formerly
witnessed. At start of Tet, she was the head of the school with a
teaching/administrative staff of eight nuns; five were Irish, Margaret Dymphna
Brady, Joan Gormley, Patricia Bridie O’Driscoll, Fidelma Haverly and of course
Mary Hayden; two were Vietnamese, Mercy Ho and Brigitte Vu, and Malaysian
Sr. Mary Ursula Lee, who worked at the Mother and Baby Home in Vinh Long.
In residence were also over one hundred girls aged nine to sixteen55. The school
was located on property next to the airbase. The once grand school building
was riddled with bullets. Pock holes were evident almost everywhere while
other buildings in the compound were smashed with gaping holes from the
blasts of heavy weaponry. The girls who were lively and happy before Tet were
now listless and stunned. Their lives seemingly aimless and without purpose,
many had left the convent.
On January 2, 1970 Sr. Mary, frightened yet unabashed, was interviewed56 by
Associated Press Reporter Carl Robinson:
"They'll be back57. They'll come back to our convent, I know it and ...
my girls know it. And we don't know what to do about it."
"Several of our girls had to live with the Viet Cong before they came
here. They know how vicious and determined they are."
Worried about another “Tet-like attack”, Sr. Mary told reporter Robinson about
the future:
"We have a new girl here. She told me that just before she arrived she
had talked to a Viet Cong official who wore three stars on his uniform.
"He told her that the Viet Cong would liberate Vinh Long from the
Americans. This was after Tet. Their major target was the air base and
our convent would be in the way, he told her.
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"The girl told him that we were good people and shouldn't be harmed.
But he said our school would be the Viet Cong jumping off place for the
attack on the base.
“This is what happened during the Tet offensive and I am afraid it will
happen again. We have so little security here. The Vietnamese
government is responsible for our protection but they only provide
three soldiers. They are very brave soldiers, but only three."
"Captain Miller and his men were just fantastic58, but now that he's
gone 59... well, we just don't know."
“Meanwhile, the convent's population dwindled from 200 to a little
over 100 and many of the girls were sent away for their own
protection. But they're starting to come back on their own.”60
When asked by reporter Robinson if she feared for the safety of herself and the
other nuns, Sr. Mary replied: "We have only to look at Hue61."
After Tet, Sr. Mary began planning a vocational center in Saigon for Vietnamese
widows and refugee girls. By 1970 the training center was opened and a clinic
setup to restore malnourished mothers and children back to health. At the
height of the Vietnam War in 1973, Sr. Mary was named Provincial Superior62
of the Good Shepherd Sisters in Vietnam, an assignment that meant moving
her residence to Saigon.
By April 1975 it was obvious that the communist takeover of South Vietnam
was imminent and foreigners were advised to leave the country.

Operation Baby Lift
It was on my seventh and last, visit to Sarnelli in May 2017 that I was made
aware of the real impact of the second major heartbreaking event of the war,
another sad and tragic one in the lives and work of the Good Shepherd Sisters.
On this Thursday morning my visit with Sr. Mary at the convent was in her
bedroom where she was bedridden and too weak to speak very much, too
feeble to rise from her bed. Her devoted patrons, Sr. Virginia, Sr. Pranee, Sr.
Suphatra and Oblate Antonia63 have been attending to Sr. Mary ‘round the
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clock’. They prepared a makeshift altar on a small table at the foot of her bed
and we were ready to celebrate mass with Sr. Mary. Fr Mike was celebrant and
my Brazilian friend and travelling companion, Celso Bitdinger, and I were also
in attendance.

Fr Mike Shea, Sr Virginia, Sr. Mary, Oblate Antonia, Reggie Bollich, Sr.
Suphatra, and Sr Pranee. Photo by Celso Bitdinger, May 4, 2017

After mass, Sr. Mary remained resting in quiet private conversation with her
old friend Fr Mike. The rest of us left her bedroom and seated ourselves around
the round table. A short time later, Fr Mike joined us for breakfast and the
“small talk” commenced. But this time it was Fr Mike who shared Sr. Mary’s
wisdom and he told us about Operation Babylift.
A few weeks before the fall of Saigon, the U.S. government announced a plan,
named Operation Babylift, to evacuate some two thousand South Vietnamese
orphans to the USA aboard a C5A Galaxy transport plane. On the morning of
April 4, 1975 Sr. Mary Hayden and Sr. Mary Ursula Lee 64 brought their babies
to the airbase to be boarded. While there, Sr. Ursula was asked to accompany
the passengers on the flight since there was a shortage of escorts. Sr. Hayden
immediately endorsed the request so Sr. Usrula returned to the convent in
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Saigon, quickly packed her bag, said ‘good-bye’ to each Sister, returned to TSN,
received Sr. Hayden’s blessing and boarded the plane. She was excited and
happy to be with ‘her babies’.
Shortly after 4:00 PM the C5 departed Tan Son Nhut (TSN) Airbase. Soon after
takeoff, with the plane still in sight from TSN, Sr. Mary eye-witnessed an object
descending from the plane “floating like a leaf falling to the ground”65. The
cargo door detached from the fuselage causing damage to the control cables,
parts of the rear section had broken away and plummeted. A few minutes later,
about twelve minutes after takeoff, an explosion in the rear section caused the
door to fully rip away from the plane over the South China Sea causing
spontaneous decompression in the bay that swept many children, escorts and
civilians to their deaths. The pilot66 managed to turn the C5 and was able to
circle back to Saigon. He attempted to land at TSN but the plane, hardly
navigable and out of control, touched down in a rice paddy a few miles from
the airbase breaking into several pieces.
Sr. Mary Ursula died in the crash (as opposed to being swept away) since her
body was recovered. Her remains are interred next to those of her parents in
her parish cemetery and hometown of Kajan Malaysia. She died bringing ‘her
babies’ to freedom. The Defense Intelligence Agency estimated that 138 people
were killed including 78 children, 35 government personnel [8] and the rest
escorts and civilians.
Sr. Mary was a witness to the aftermath of the ill-fated disaster. Chronicled in
her booklet67:
“Sr. Ursula Lee, from Malaysia, spent fifteen years in Vietnam working
tirelessly in the Mother and Baby Home in Vinh Long. During this time
she rescued hundreds of abandoned babies from the hospital and
arranged as many adoptions. On April 4, 1975, Sister died in a plane
crash in Saigon, still caring for her babies. At 5 PM the large Galaxy
plane, chartered by the US Government had crashed on takeoff.
Sister’s tragic death deepened, in many ways, the same sorrow felt by
our Sisters, who spent seventeen years in South Vietnam and
witnessed over the past years, the agony of the heroic Vietnamese
people”.
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Fall of Saigon
My sixth visit to Sarnelli was during Christmas season of 2014. My daughter
Nicole, son-in-law David Carpenter, and grandchildren Allison (Ally) and
Nicholas met me at Sarnelli for a wonderful and joyful Christmas Holiday. On
early Thursday mornings during this visit to Sarnelli, we met with Sr. Mary who
told about the third major heartbreaking event of the Vietnam War that
impacted the work of the Good Shepherd Sisters.
With the fall of Saigon imminent, foreigners were advised to leave the country.
Sr. Mary worked relentlessly to procure the necessary exit documents for the
families of the Vietnamese Sisters and friends who would be in danger under
communist rule. Within days she had secured papers for 96 Vietnamese.68
The Fall of Saigon occurred 26 days after the Operation Babylift disaster. On
Wednesday, April 30, 1975 almost nothing went well for Sr. Mary or any other
resident of Saigon for that matter. For Sr. Mary the day ranks among the most
harrowing of her life as it did for so many others. As the communists were
overtaking Saigon, Sr. Mary was still inside the city at the convent along with
Sr. Mercy Ho, the only remaining Good Shepherd Sister with her. They packed
a small bag and reluctantly readied to drive to the American Embassy in Sr.
Mary’s car to be evacuated. But first she had to make a painful decision. What
to do with her loyal German Shepherd Police dog, ‘Schäfer’? Days before Sr.
Mary made arrangements with friends to home her other two pet dogs, ‘Mimo’
and ‘Kiki’, but there was no such option for ‘Schäfer’. She could merely release
him from the convent to face certain death from either starvation, being run
over, or slaughtered for a meal. She chose, however, what she considered to
be the most humane option, have the dog euthanized. Taking ‘Schäfer’ with
them, the Sisters climbed into her car, left the convent for the last time, and
drove to the veterinarian office. Sr. Mary parked the car, still idling, along the
curb in front of the office. They got out of the idling car, entered the vet’s office,
paid for the service, gave a final embrace to her loyal dog, then sadly but
promptly exited the office for the curb to find that her car had been stolen. It
had already been a difficult day for the Sisters. Sr. Mary even experienced a
twinge of excitement that challenged her usually calm temperament. They
both were experiencing a rare sense of helplessness. Without bags and the loss
of their personal effects stolen with the car, they were able to move about
more freely as they hastened on foot to the American Embassy.
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There was chaos, confusion, and madness everywhere in the city. The TSN
airport was chaotic and pandemonium had broken loose at the embassy with
rushing, panic-stricken people trying to escape. By mid-afternoon embassy
personnel felt compelled to close the gates; hence, the only way inside the
compound, it seemed, would be to scale over the formidable fifteen foot high
wall. Sr. Mary and Sr. Mercy made their way through erratic traffic and finally
to the Embassy perimeter and waited there patiently to see if the gates would
reopen, but to no avail. All the while, gazing at the wall and gradually losing all
hope, they observed a group of Marines standing atop the wall signaling for
them to approach where the mighty Marines lifted them over the wall and into
the embassy compound. In the middle of the night a helicopter airlifted them
to an aircraft carrier anchored offshore in the South China Sea and they
eventually made their way to the merchant ship SS Andrew Miller. Later, Sr.
Mary remarked wittily “I was rescued a second time by yet another Miller” that
brought her and over 6,100 other evacuees to the U.S. Naval Base at Subic Bay69
and then, onward by airlift to Guam.
There, in Guam, they were met by Sr. Fidelma Haverly and Ngue Anh (Simone)
Barney, a poor and homeless 21 year old Vietnamese woman in 1958, who was
given an opportunity by Sr. Mary to live and work with her and the missions in
Vinh Long and Saigon for the next 17 years. They became loyal friends and
Simone remained devoted to Sr. Mary to the end and to the work of the Sisters
to the present day.70
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Post-Vietnam War Period: New Missions in Macau and Bangkok
Uprooted and having to cope with painful memories, it was a sad, dismal, and
tragic time for Sr. Mary and her Vietnam community. She and Sr. Mercy left
Quam to visit the other Good Shepherd communities in Singapore, Malaysia,
Burma, Thailand and Indonesia where most of the Vietnamese sisters were in
exile. It was important to show all of the communities that she remained
healthy, was working hard for the Vietnamese sisters, and that a place was
being sought so they could continue carrying out their work. With great
courage she endured, spending a year examining the needs and searching for
the most appropriate place for them to refresh. It happened soon enough, in
Macau, where Sr. Mary helped “found” a mission, starting a new Good
Shepherd community.
By 1979 Sr. Mary grew tired and was in need of rest so she requested time to
recuperate on retreat and was eventually granted permission to spend 30 days
at the Jesuit Retreat Centre in Denver Colorado. During this period of prayer
and reflection she was able to find the inner peace she once experienced as a
young girl in her homeland, Ireland. Sr. Mary claimed that ‘a light had come
through the darkness’. After leaving the retreat center she gave serious
consideration to live a more peaceful, private life of meditation in
‘contemplative prayer’ so she sought the permission of the Provincial of Hong
Kong to pursue this option. 71
In lieu of being assigned to a ‘house of prayer’, Sr. Mary was given a different
option. The Provincial made her a Superior, once again, and awarded her an
assignment in Bangkok to lead the Good Shepherd community in work with
destitute women, ‘living in squalor and coming from the poorest slums’ of the
city72. Poor women, formerly from rural areas throughout the country, kept
arriving in great numbers and before long the Bangkok compound was
overwhelmed. Sr. Mary stepped up, as she did so many times before, and took
control of the situation planning the construction and building of additional
facilities that were needed. But at the same time the sisters knew that the great
influx of young women, mainly from the north and northeast provinces of
Thailand, were not prepared to cope with the city life of Bangkok and began
brain-storming ways to influence these women before they’d leave their
homes. Sr. Mary’s work continued apace for four years after which time she
gave up her assignment in Bangkok when George Phimpisan, Bishop of the
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Diocese of Udonthani, invited her, Sr. Margaret Dymphna Brady, and Sr. Joan
Gormley to join young Sr. Pranee to startup a community in Nongkhai. At 60
years of age, Sr. Mary was assigned the position to ‘found’ yet another
mission.73

Good Shepherd Sisters – Nongkhai Thailand
The flood of refugees from Lao began in great numbers after the fall of Long
Tieng, Lao to the communists on May 14, 1975.74 The first group of 25,000
Hmong arrived in Thailand during May and the number increased steadily to
60,000 by the end of 1979. At that time an estimated 3,000 people were
crossing the Mekong River monthly.
By 1980 the population of Nongkhai was comprised of more Laotian refugees75
76
living in border camps than local Thais living in the city. Immense poverty,
especially among the refugees, affected villages all along the Mekong River
separating Laos and Thailand. Children were badly malnourished and adults
hopelessly disorganized, disoriented, and discouraged.
In March 1980 almost 50,000 Hmong refugees were living in Thai camps. While
there were numerous programs to resettle the refugees in other countries,
some of the camps in and around Nongkhai were disbanded, but nevertheless,
there were still 46,218 Hmong registered for support in five camps in Northern
Thailand in February 1981.
After the resettling of many refugees in the northeast region of Thailand, Sr.
Mary and the Good Shepherd Sisters moved into surrounding villages and set
up a new mission in Nongkhai to help out and serve the poor people who
embraced these complete strangers. The Sisters quickly found two positive
things about the refugees; the women knew how to weave and the men knew
how to plough and irrigate land. So, a village development and skills training
program utilizing the known weaving skills of the women was begun.
The Sisters opened day care centers for the children, incorporated a residential
facility for people with HIV/AIDS, and helped organize work programs for the
men to dig water wells and irrigation canals enabling year round farming, not
just during the rainy season.
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One of Sr. Mary’s great contributions to their skills training program was in
weaving, most notably “Isan Weaving”, a trademark known for high quality
workmanship.
“Sister Mary was a tower of strength, yet ‘poor in spirit’.
Choosing Jesus to be at her side, she never took the journey alone.”

Good Shepherd Sisters Return to Vietnam
By the time the two Irish nun co-founders, Sr. Mary and Sr. Dymphna, arrived
in Saigon on February 11, 1958, both had gained immense experience having
lived through the horrors and terror of war; death, disease, cold, destruction,
misery, hunger, torture, brutality, and socio-economic collapse. Sr. Mary had
gained much of her experience as a young novice living in Nazi occupied France,
Sr. Dymphna in a Japanese POW camp. They were completely prepared for the
hardships that lay ahead, and for which they were destined to endure on their
next vocational and missionary assignment in South Vietnam. Determined and
persistent, they’d spend the next seventeen years leaving all that was known
to them, executing God’s plan at all costs and in complete surrender to His will.
They went alone to sojourn in a strange foreign land fearing the unknown, but
they were ready, being commissioned by Jesus in the same manner He was
commissioned by his Father. Daily, Jesus’ words propelled them, constantly
ringing in their ears, “As my father sent me, even so I send you.”77 78
Like Jesus, Sr. Mary was persistent; did not give up easily. She did not accept
casually the closure of the Good Shepherd Sisters Congregation in Vietnam and
the expulsion of the nuns, especially the Vietnamese Sisters on April 30, 1975.
Sr. Mary emphatically stated79,
“Satan must never prevail, certainly not in a land where long ago
the ‘seeds of hope’ planted in this soil were fertilized by the blood
of martyrs.”
And she was even more emphatic about the young girls under her care, where
recently for a period of seventeen years the ‘seeds of prosperity were watered
and nourished in the hearts, minds, and souls of each one, merely hoping to
live in dignity with respect’.
Just before Saigon had fallen, the surviving80 Irish81 and Singaporean82 nuns
were evacuated. Fifteen Vietnamese83 Sisters left Vietnam but there were
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some who remained behind. The country was closed to the outside world until
1978 and during this time communication was virtually non-existent. Change
was slow over the next ten years, but gradually the speed and frequency of
correspondence improved where the government, the Socialist Republic of
Vietnam, was issuing short term visitor visas by 1986.
Vietnamese Sisters, exiled in the US and Singapore, were eager to return to
their country and resume the work they had to abandon in 1975. Sr. Mary was
equally eager to obtain permission from the communist authorities to allow the
Vietnamese Sisters to at least visit their families.
First Return Trip to Saigon – June 1989
In the summer of 1988 a Good Shepherd Sisters Province meeting was held in
Hong Kong and Sr. Mary was in attendance. In the meeting she officially
expressed the desires of the exiled Vietnamese Sisters to return and resume
work in their homeland. She was then appointed as the chairperson of a
committee that would ‘pave the way’ to make that happen. It took a full year
to get results from Hanoi, but in June of 1989 Sr. Mary would take her first of
several trips to Vietnam since the Fall of Saigon. Two lay friends, Rosemary
Taylor84 and Ilse Ewald85, accompanied Sr. Mary on the first trip after they were
granted one week visitor visas to meet with friends, former associates, and
‘government authorities after they arrived.’86
She entered a vastly different Vietnam that she once knew 14 years prior. The
‘not so smooth landing’ of the plane at TSN was a hint of the change to be
witnessed in the new Vietnam. The runway was in need of repair as was the
airport building itself where porters and baggage carts were now absent. After
disembarking the plane, their visas were stamped, bags and boxes retrieved
from a working carousal, and customs cleared with barely a hitch. They shuffled
their way to the ground transport area where no information desk, no tour
guide, nor hotel greeter with a sign bearing their names could be found. They
did hire a taxi that brought them to a hotel. Surprisingly, entering and
maneuvering around Vietnam seemed incredibly easy beyond the immigration
desk. Change had indeed taken place since 1975; no barricades, no military
presence, trees and houses now occupied areas that were formerly off-limits
and secured by barbed wire. Few cars motored on the streets but hordes of
motor scooters and bicycles did, like swarming bees.
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The next day a couple of the Sisters who were left behind after the Fall of Saigon
visited Sr. Mary at her hotel. Weary in their appearance, they described the
hardships and difficulties they endured; constant police harassment,
imprisonment with daily interrogation and starvation, unexpected monthly
searches of their quarters for ‘soldiers being sheltered’.
Sr. Mary was able to hire a car and they drove to Bien Hoa where a community
still existed, but no longer thrived as it once did. The schools and orphanages,
now ‘liberated’ by the government, lay in shambles and were no longer
functional, although several nuns still lived fearfully in the old house.
Similar conditions were observed at all of the other communities she visited
around Saigon during the week. She was able to see first-hand, as an eye
witness, how the government was able to ruin all that functioned effectively
before, as part of the work of the Church. They had managed to reduce the
facilities and programs to ruin without being able to offer any formidable
replacement. Rosemary Taylor wrote satirically about the ‘communist boast’,”
“We have the power! We may not have the expertise to build anything on our
own, but we certainly have the power to destroy whatever you have done, or
are doing!”87
Not all was deemed negative during the visit, however. In meeting with the
Director of the Department of Welfare, it seemed that the government was
beginning to recognize the value and worth of the hard working, loyal Sisters.
The Director expressed his hope to Sr. Mary that the Sisters would return to
Vietnam to help them with existing projects. He expressed his willingness in
every way to help, specifically admitting and emphasizing the needs of orphans,
handicapped children, unemployment, delinquency, and prostitution. 88
The trip was deemed successful as journaled by Rosemary Taylor:
“Our visit was more successful than we dared hope. We were free to
go where we pleased and to speak privately with all our friends. French
was the language we mostly used. When we did make contact with the
authorities in Saigon, they were welcoming and showed a sincere
eagerness for our help and cooperation.”89
Second Return Trip to Saigon – Mid August 1989
Sr. Mary arrived90 at TSN on August 13, 1989 for the second visit with a 10 day
visa stamped in her passport. From the beginning of her arrival, there was
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turmoil, confusion, and disappointment. None of the half dozen government
departments she had formerly met with wanted to take responsibility to host
the visit. While she was able to meet with friends and get some things done,
she was not able to see the Director of the Welfare Department who had
previously been enthusiastic and positive. After several days she finally
managed to meet with him but found that no project proposals were available
to be shared, in fact, nothing had been done since June. Disappointed but
forever persistent and more determined than ever, she returned to Bangkok to
try again.
Third Return Trip to Hanoi – October 1989
Sr. Mary returned91 with Rosemary and another lay friend, Irene Duarte, 6
weeks later but this time to Hanoi with a one week visa in her passport. On this
trip the bureaucrats welcomed her in a far different manner than the last time.
A government official, Nguyen This Tinh, met them at the airport. She was from
the ‘People’s Aid Coordination Committee’ which was attached to the
‘Vietnamese Union of Peace, Solidarity and Friendship Organization’. Ms.
Nguyen was an impressive person, spoke fluent English, and served as host
interpreter and tour guide during the trip.
The program agenda for Sr. Mary comprised a complete array of meetings with
numerous entities within the Ministry of Education, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Ministry of Health, and the People’s Aid Coordination Committee. She was
treated with genuine friendliness and courtesy throughout the trip with nary a
hint of hostility.
Prior to leaving Bangkok on this visit, written proposals reflecting the
continuation of the work that had been abandoned in the south in 1975 were
submitted to the authorities in Hanoi. Sr. Mary made it abundantly clear that
she was coming to the capital to finalize the agreement and to get the
authorization to proceed with the ‘continuation’ of certain projects in the
South, at least in the interim. There was no intention on Sr. Mary’s part to be
involved with or to undertake ‘new projects’ at this time.
But that is not what the authorities in Hanoi had on their minds. They intended
to startup new projects in the north, foregoing any work in the south. This was
going to be a major problem.
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Nevertheless, the spectacle commenced with numerous visits to every
kindergarten, primary and secondary school, and day care center in Habac
province where they were “greeted with excitement, bouquets of flowers,
songs, speeches, tea, coffee, bananas, and various fruit and sweetmeats.” It
was a grand fanfare comprising a banquet with French wine, imported beer,
and gifts. The local officials, teachers, children, and the general population
seemed pleased to see them because they had been told that “a foreign
delegation was coming to visit and to help them with their problems”. 92
Sister Mary and her friends were not impressed, in fact, what they saw was a
‘lack of everything’. Rosemary journaled,
“Comparing what we had experienced in the North with our
experiences in the South, limited to the provinces we had seen in
the North, in Habac province at least all of the children were going
to school. They took pains to show us a map of the province and all
the statistics. …. [but] it was clear to us we would get nowhere
with our programs in the South if we failed to offer some help in the
North. …. I’ll be happy to leave on Wednesday afternoon with Sr.
Mary … “93.

The Miracle of the Return
The final meeting was held on Wednesday morning with the “People’s Aid
Coordination Committee”. The government conceded their position regarding
projects in the North and they accepted Sr. Mary’s proposal for continuing the
work in the South, at least initially. But they were adamant as to who would be
issued visas to enter the country. They refused to budge on visas for American
and Australian nuns but also for Vietnamese nuns who left the country by boat
after Saigon had fallen.
Sr. Mary remained steadfast; the government would not dictate as to which
nuns could or could not enter the country. Sr. Mary was committed and she
abruptly left the meeting. She and Rosemary departed for the airport for the
afternoon return flight to Bangkok. Arriving at the airport, they checked-in,
cleared immigration, and took their seats in the departure ‘lounge’. The PA
announced the boarding call and they made their way through the departure
gate and to the tarmac. At the foot of the ‘ramp stairs’ leading up into the
plane, a black limo pulled up and stopped next to Sr. Mary before she could
even lift one foot onto the first step. Ms. Nuygen stepped out of the limo and
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beckoned Sr. Mary to forego the flight to Bangkok and return to the meeting
with her. The government changed their mind, no restrictions in the issuance
of visas. The deal was on and the way was clear for the Vietnamese Sisters to
be repatriated.
But there was still much work to be done before this would happen. Sr. Mary
saw that her frequent goings back and forth between Bangkok and Ho Chi Minh
City and Hanoi were leading nowhere. Through prayer the solution dawned on
her. What was needed was a permanent presence by someone who was not
only fluent in the Vietnamese language, but who was experienced, assertive,
determined, energetic, driven, and enthusiastic. She needed someone who
would promptly follow through every lead and issue arising with the
government.
So Sr. Mary continued praying that the Lord send someone who could do the
job. In late 1989 her prayers were answered in the person of Sr. Anne Furlong,
a Good Shepherd nun who spent twelve years at the Vinh long and Saigon
missions. She was fluent in Vietnamese language and elegant in her dealings
with the communists. She was also eager to return to Vietnam and did not
hesitate when asked to take the assignment. Sr. Anne returned to Vietnam with
her visa and negotiated details of their work in the South with government
officials.
Sr. Mary met Sr. Anne in Vietnam a few times during this interim period
recalling94,
“It is astounding the number of friends Anne had made in
government circles who were willing and eager to help.”
Sr. Anne’s mission was an emphatic success and in 1993 Vietnamese Sisters
Joanna Le, Regina Do, Catherine Phan, Monica Duong, and Rosalie Nguyen
returned to their homeland to continue the work where they left off in April
1975. “Today, the mission in Vietnam is flourishing once again thanks to the
seeds Sr. Mary had sown and the ‘battles’ she had fought.”95

Requiem of a Most Beautiful, Blessed Lady
During Sr. Mary’s life at the Good Shepherd Sisters Convent in Nongkhai,
several noble, devoted, and dedicated friends whose lives were closely coupled
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and intertwined with her attended to her needs. Among them were Sr Pranee,
Sr. Virginia, Oblate Antonia, and Fr Mike Shea. But none of them, except for Fr
Mike who was her confessor, knew of the agony and torture she suffered
throughout her ‘Dark Night of the Soul’ experience, especially during the 15
years from the time she was a novice in Angers France during World War II until
the time she left Sri Lanka on that cargo boat for Vietnam in 1958. Later in life,
when she envisioned the ‘dark night’ as a time of spiritual purging and
illumination, she journaled this profound reflection:
“In order to reach the light, you must go through the darkness. Those
who follow Jesus and want to be closer to him – we have to go
through a deeper darkness. I ran away from Jesus. Exteriorly I hadn’t
changed but there was still an empty void. I now feel the peace. I
thank God. It was he and he alone who put me in the darkness and
brought me through it. He was there all along.”
The loving words below were written by Sr. Mary’s devoted friend, Antonia,
soon after her death, best express the graciousness of the beautiful, blessed
lady whose love, like that of Jesus Christ, I could not resist once her path
crossed mine. I shall miss her immensely.
“Sr. Mary Hayden was a missionary, visionary and pioneer who at a
young age ‘fell in love with Jesus’ and chose to follow Him, imitate
Him and serve Him through a life dedicated to looking after His
sheep. ‘Personal, conscious, contact with Christ’, was the
fundamental practice that she cultivated her entire life and rooted
by this, strived to live out the essential gospel values wherever God
led her. Steeped in her love for God, there was no austere piety
distancing her from the real world, as anyone who knew her could
testify. Pope Francis advised religious, to stay close to the
marginalized and to be shepherds living with the smell of the sheep’,
- this Sr. Mary did for 76 years of religious life. Her practicality, her
initiative, determination, courage, knowledge of world affairs, deep
faith and her instant connection with people, topped by a brilliant
Irish wit, kept her grounded and able to respond to any situation
with such positive results.
Deacon Reggie Bollich
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Sr. Mary was to remain in Nong Khai for 37 years writing projects,
contacting benefactors, welcoming visitors, planning, constructing
and ‘dreaming big’ in response to the ever changing needs. When
illness and age finally restricted her active presence in the field, she
continued to support, encourage and accompany the sisters and
dedicated mission partners, so that the needs of the poor were met.
She was known affectionately as ‘Khun Mare’ (mother) and provided
solace to all in the projects who she continued to visit as long as
possible until, over the past year and a half, they in turn would visit
her. Her last ‘trip’ to a project was in June 2016, when she cut the
ribbon to open our new Life Centre in the Garden of Friendship, a
building whose foundations she had blessed six months earlier.
On the day before Sr. Mary died, she told us that she felt – ‘someone
had opened a door’ – a door that was ‘no longer locked’. She did not
elaborate but we believed God was calling her home. That evening
she sang audibly, the Magnificat and then requested time alone with
God to ‘make her peace’. On a chart on the wall, we had been
crossing off the days until Fr Shea – her confessor and friend - was to
return from the United States. She was clearly holding on and
speaking to Fr Shea on the phone that night, having crossed off the
last day, gave her great consolation. The following morning, with Fr
Shea due to arrive for 9:30 mass, we sat with her from early morning.
As we prayed by her side, the Canticle of Creation – praising God for
Sr. Mary’s beloved beasts ‘wild and tame’ - at 8:20, she took her last
breath.
Almost two hundred tributes have poured in from around the world
– from family, friends, sisters and project benefactors. Every one of
them speaking of the unique gift Sr. Mary gave them – her inspiration
and example, her hospitality and unconditional acceptance, her
wisdom and faith, her humour, her humanness and above all, her
indomitable spirit. All of us were personally loved by Sr. Mary and
everyone would have a story to share. We hope and pray that those
stories will continue to be told and that the mission she loved, will
be carried on through every life she touched. One of her friends,
responding to the news of her death, warned that St Peter better
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‘watch his back’ with a vision of Sr. Mary staging a coup to take over
the job of hospitality at the pearly gates. She also suggested that, if
successful, Our Lord had better build some extensions, as Sr. Mary
would not be turning anyone away! Her dear friend Rosemary
Taylor, in a skype call a few weeks ago, told her in no uncertain terms
that she could forget about sitting on clouds playing the harp – for
Sr. Mary’s work is not over – she has all of us to look out for and a
world to save! Her new mission is now beginning.”
Oblate
Antonia Symonds, August 3, 2017
Fr Thanu, Rector of Nongkhai, was the main celebrant for Sr Mary’s first wake
held at 7:00 PM (GMT+7) Sunday July 30, 2017 Fr Mike Shea, Fr Ole, the
brothers and sisters of Sarnelli orphanage, Good Shepherd Sisters of Thailand,
and numerous friends attended the wake.
Prayers and masses for Sr. Mary continued for each of the four successive
nights, Monday through Thursday, at the Good Shepherd Sisters Convent.
The funeral mass was held on Friday August 4 2017 at 10:00 AM (GMT+7). The
celebrant of the mass was Bishop of Udon Thani, Joseph Luechai Thatwisal. Her
close friend Fr Michael Shea was concelebrant and homilist96. Good Shepherd
Sisters of Vietnam were in attendance as well. Sr. Mary was held in high regard
by the Irish ambassador to Thailand, Mr. Brendan Rogers, who attended the
funeral mass. After the funeral mass, her body was laid to rest in the Nongkhai
Catholic Cemetery.
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Endnotes
1

Sister Mary Hayden died Sunday July 30, 2017 at 8:20 AM (GMT+7) at the Good Shepherd
Sisters Convent in Nongkhai Thailand.
2

Sisters Pranee and Virginia are Thai Good Shepherd Sisters and Antonia Symonds is an
Oblate of the Bishop Oscar Romero Group of Australia. They are organizers of the Hands of
Hope Project. Point to the website www.handsofhopenongkhai.com
3

At the end of my 7th and last visit after seeing Sr. Mary, I departed Sarnelli orphanage on
May 8, 2017. Soon after, on May 22, Fr Mike Shea departed Thailand for a 10 week
fundraising tour in the U.S. to include the annual Cebo Ride in Wisconsin and also visits to
Kentucky and West Virginia. He really did not want to leave Sr. Mary in her condition but he
had to. Fr Mike was worried she might not last until he was able to return, but I and perhaps
a few others believed she would not succumb until he returned, and that is exactly what
happened.
On May 12, Oblate Antonia Symonds sent the following message:
Dear Reggie,
Warm greetings from Nong Khai.
I have been meaning to write since you left. I hope the trip home was
uneventful and that you have recovered from jet lag.
It was good to see you and your visit perked Sr. Mary up. We teased her that
it was because she had been kissed by two handsome gentlemen!! Since you
left, she has had good and bad days, tiring easily though always making such
an effort. We cannot tell what the Lord is planning and will just have to take
each day as a blessing. Fr Shea leaves for the States this week and that will be
hard for Sr. Mary, knowing he is not close by. Mind you, we thought the same
last year and she was here to greet him on his return.
I am attaching the description of all our projects as promised - to give you an idea of
what we are doing beyond the Regina Sewing Centre. Hopefully, when you return

next year, we will be able to have a day of your time to take you round.
I also attach the brochure for the Outreach project which includes the Garden
of Friendship (Care Facility) and one about the project I manage - Hands of
Hope. If you or your friends would like Christmas cards this year, we would
love to receive an order. Small quantities can be ordered through our on-line
shop but the cost is halved if you use our wholesale catalogue. We have a
wide range of Christmas decorations, mobiles and gift ideas too. I'm happy to
discuss custom orders too.
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We are currently working on a website for all the projects which should be
available in June. Hands of Hope has its own website
www.handsofhopenongkhai.com We have a monthly blog accessed through
the site, which often has an update on Sr. Mary as the producers are very
close to her. (She used to help us with production for many years - cutting
angel dresses in the office!)
I hope all is well in your family, parish and your ministry.
Every blessing,
Antonia
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------On July 12 Reggie wrote an email message to Antonia asking for personal details of those
attending Sr. Mary to be included in this narrative of Sr. Mary’s life. Antonia responded with
the following message with an update on Sr. Mary:
Dear Reggie,
It was good to hear from you and I apologise for the late reply. As you can
imagine, time is in short supply as I try to attend to what is needed in the
projects and spend as much time with Sr. Mary as possible. Thank you for the
prayers - to Dottie also - they seem to be working! We have exactly two weeks
to go until Fr Shea will be back celebrating Sunday Mass in her room! A few
times in the last weeks I didn't think she would make it but I believe she is
holding on. Good days and bad but she continues to surprise us.
It is good of you to share a bit about Sr. Mary in your parish but as for
including me in the story, there is no need. This is about her. For the record
too - I am not a sister and have never taken religious vows. I am a 'mission
partner' - as you are too - anyone who is working to promote Good Shepherd
values and contributing to the GS mission in some way.
Anyway, if you want to make a mention of the carers, mostly it is Sr Pranee,
Sr Virginia and myself providing round the clock care - and feeling very
privileged to do so.
Let's pray that Sr. Mary will be welcoming Fr Shea back in two weeks...and
then....we will have to see what God has planned.
Every blessing,
Antonia
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fr Mike:
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Hope you made it safely.
Please let me know after you see and celebrate mass with Sr. Mary.
Reggie
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------On Sunday July 30 at 5:23 AM (GMT +7) or Fr Mike Shea wrote:
REG, I REACHED HOME YESTERDAY AFTER A HARROWING FLIGHT BACK. IT
WAS RAINING HARD, AND THERE IS WATER EVERYWHERE. DOWNTOWN
SAKOLNAKORN WAS 2 METERS UNDER WATER, IN PLACES. WE HAD TO COME
TO DON WAI VIA PAI SI TONG. THE ROAD IS THAT BAD!
I HAVE 7:00 DON WAI MASS THIS MORNING, THEN OFF TO NONGKHAI FOR A
MASS AT THE GOOD SHEPHERD CONVENT.
MARY IS IN BAD SHAPE. SHE WON'T TAKE HER MEDICINE. GOD NEEDS TO
TAKE HER NOW.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------On Sunday July 30 at 8:08 AM (GMT +7) or Saturday July 29 at 8:08 PM CDT :
Glad you at least made it back safe, albeit obviously very tired.
You must be finishing mass at Don Wai just about now.
Please let me know how things go with Sr. Mary. Once she knows you are
there I expect it will not be long before she gives up her spirit and crosses the
veil.
Reggie
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------On Sunday July 30, 2017 at 8:12 AM (GMT+7) or On Saturday July 29, 2017 at 8:12 PM CDT
Fr Mike Shea wrote:
Will do.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------On Sunday July 30, 2017 at 10:26 AM (GMT+7) or On Saturday July 29, 2017 at 10:26 PM
CDT Fr Mike Shea wrote:
I TALKED TO HER ON THE PHONE LAST NIGHT, AND TOLD HER TO TAKE HER
MEDICINE AND SLEEP. SHE WENT RIGHT TO SLEEP, AND AS I WAS FINISHING
UP THE DON WAI MASS THIS MORNING, SHE DIED. THE BROTHERS AND I
WERE ON OUR WAY IN, AFTER MASS, AND DID NOT KNOW SHE DIED UNTIL
WE GOT THERE. I IMMEDIATELY SAID MASS FOR HER. THANK GOD SHE IS
GONE. SHE SUFFERED AN AWFUL LOT THESE PAST MONTHS.
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THANU GAVE WORD THAT THE FIRST WAKE WILL BE AT 7:00 PM TONIGHT.
NO WORD ON WHEN THEY WILL HAVE HER FUNERAL. SHE WAS A SAINT.
SO, I TALKED TO HER BUT SHE WAS GONE BEFORE I GOT THERE.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------On Sunday July 30, 2017 at 9:34 PM (GMT+7) or 9:34 AM CDT Reginald Bollich wrote:
Fr Mike:
She died on your 79th birthday, so uncanny. It is a happy day Mike, Sr. Mary
in heaven on the day a great man was born in Armstrong Wisconsin.
Happy birthday friend,
Reggie
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The following message was sent to a large email distribution from Good Shepherd Sister
Pranee on Sunday July 30, 2017 at 9:50 PM (GMT+7) or 9:50 AM CDT
Dear Friends,
It is with a deep sense of loss that we write to tell you, that our dear Sr. Mary,
has gone home to God. She died peacefully in her room this morning at 8:20
am - a room that had become a ‘sacred space’ during the past 16 months. It
was a place of visitation, conversation, stories, laughter, tears, prayers,
shared sacraments and the everyday comings and goings of the community.
Finally, it was a place of gentle ‘letting go’.
Affectionate messages from far and wide were relayed, mail read, phone calls
and skype conversations welcomed. She continuously asked for news of the
world, friends, family and benefactors, the congregation and most
importantly, the welfare of those in the projects. Just a few days before she
died she was still making plans for ‘the mission’, forever dear to her.
In life, Sr. Mary brought people together, so it was not unexpected that as she
approached her death, there were opportunities to strengthen relationships
with her and with each other.
A few weeks before she died, Sr. Mary dictated these words:
“At long last, I feel the old engine grinding to a halt but I know I can see the
lights of the station beckoning me. I know that when I reach them, I will take
everyone who has been in my life with me – all those whom I have loved; all
those who have asked for my prayers.
Every night, I always call them, ‘My little ones. I know I will take all of ‘my little
ones’ with me. I will not step off the train alone.”
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So please know that you have a place in her heart always – just as she will live
on in ours.
Arrangements for her funeral mass of thanksgiving, are yet to be made. We
only wish at this time, to share with you Sr. Mary’s passing and to be united,
as she would wish, with all those who have been a part of her extraordinary
life - given to God and lived for others.
With love and gratitude,
Sr Pranee and the Nongkhai Community
4

Sarnelli orphanage, founded by Redemptorist Fr Michael James Shea, is located 15 miles
from Nongkhai in the jungle village of Don Wai. The orphanage is home to 180+ children
many of which are HIV+. Point to www.sarnelliorphanage.org.
5

The Charlene Richard House is a residence building located at Sarnelli orphanage. It serves
as living accommodations for benefactors who hand carry their donations and volunteer
their services while enjoying a missionary experience at the orphanage. The house has 6
bedrooms and a large dining room which doubles as a social meeting place for Fr Mike Shea
and Sarnelli guests.
6

Michael J. Shea was born on Monday, July 30, 1938 in Armstrong Wisconsin. In 1964 he
was ordained a Redemptorist priest. Since 1966 his first and only missionary assignment has
been, and remains, in Thailand. He has spent much of his life in service along the Mekong
River in northeast Thailand where he continues his work today. He founded the Sarnelli
orphanage in 1999 which is located 15 miles upriver from the city of Nongkhai in a remote
jungle village named Don Wai. As of this writing there are 260+ children entrusted to Fr
Mike’s care, many are HIV+. It is estimated that almost 1,000 children have been admitted
to his care since 1999, many of the older ones, young adults, are now working, raising
families, or furthering their education and training. Most of the young adults who were
raised at the orphanage, but have since left, consider Sarnelli to be “their home”, frequently
returning to the orphanage on weekends and holidays to be with their ‘family’.
7

The Sarnelli Rectory is a residence for Fr Mike Shea, associate priests serving Sarnelli, and
visiting priests. It is located across the driveway from the Charlene Richard House on the
grounds of Sarnelli orphanage.
8

Nongkhai is located in northeast Thailand on the banks of the Mekong River across from
Laos. Today the foot of the Friendship Bridge that spans the Mekong River from Thailand to
Laos is in Nongkhai.
9

Antonia Symonds (August 13, 2017) ‘Sr. Mary Hayden - A Gift of Self’, Independent
Catholic News, Retrieved from http://www.indcatholicnews.com/news/33180
10

Sr. Mary was born in and lived her early life in Ballygub Townland, Electoral Division
Inistioge, Civil Parish Clonamery, Baroney of Ida , County Kilkeeny,
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11 Sr. Mary

Hayden (July 30 2017) Dark Night of the Soul, Sealed narrative given to Fr Michael
Shea before her death
Antonia Symonds (August 13, 2017) ‘Sr. Mary Hayden - A Gift of Self’, Independent
Catholic News, Retrieved from http://www.indcatholicnews.com/news/33180
12

13

Ibid

14

Ibid

15

Ibid

16

Ibid

17

Ibid

18

Gladys Meyer (February 8, 1939) ‘Cloistered’ Shows Little Known Daily Life and Work of
Sisters in Convent, Vassar College Miscellany News. The life of a Good Shepherd nun begins
with her first interview with the Prioress and then proceeds through the various stages of
her ‘probation’ until she becomes a full member of the order after five and a half years. At
the time Sr. Mary was admitted to the Good Shepherd Sisters order there were three
departments to carry on their special work of ‘reclaiming delinquent women’. The first of
these was the instruction of young women. The second was for delinquent women who have
come voluntarily for help or who have been referred. The third division, named the
‘Magdalenes’, was devoted exclusively to prayer and penance.
19

Gladys Meyer (February 8, 1939) ‘Cloistered’ Shows Little Known Daily Life and Work of
Sisters in Convent, Vassar College Miscellany News. In 1939 Angers France the Good
Shepherd Sisters, an order of nuns and novices, carried out all of their work within the
extensive buildings and grounds of a large, walled convent.
20

Saint Mary Euphrasia (7/31/1796 – 4/29/1868) founded the Sisters of the Good Shepherd
order. Point to http://sistersofthegoodshepherd.com/our-history/our-mother-foundress/
21

Antonia Symonds (August 13, 2017) ‘Sr. Mary Hayden - A Gift of Self’, Independent
Catholic News, Retrieved from http://www.indcatholicnews.com/news/33180
22

Among the chores, the sisters and novices tilled gardens and fields, build walls, chopped
wood, broke stone, painted rooms and chapels, and pruned trees in addition to the daily
routine of laundering clothes, preparing and cooking meals.
23 Sr. Mary

Hayden (July 30 2017) Dark Night of the Soul, Sealed narrative given to Fr Michael
Shea before her death
24

Gladys Meyer (February 8, 1939) ‘Cloistered’ Shows Little Known Daily Life and Work of
Sisters in Convent, Vassar College Miscellany News. In 1939 Angers France, the Good
Shepherd Convent was a world unto itself enclosed by a solid stone walls and with bolted
doors to guard against the world outside. Volunteers called "Outside Sisters" served as theliaison between the Sisters inside the convent and the world outside of the walls.
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25

Sr. Mary Hayden (July 30 2017) Dark Night of the Soul, Sealed narrative given to Fr
Michael Shea before her death
26

Ibid

27

Ibid

28

Sr. Mary Hayden, Personal Conversation, May/June 2009

29

The Republic of Ireland remained neutral during WW II taking no side; hence, the Irish
were not considered enemies by the Nazis.
30

Sr. Mary Hayden (July 30 2017) Dark Night of the Soul, Sealed narrative given to Fr
Michael Shea before her death
31

Sr. Mary Hayden, Personal Conversation, May/June 2009

32

Liberty Road is the commemorative 1,146 km highway that marks the route of the D-Day
invasion in June 1944. It begins at Utah Beach and Sainte-Mère-Église in Normandy then
continues to St Malo, Rennes, and Angers and across the rest of France to Metz and ends in
Bastogne Belgium.
33

The Maine River is a tributary of the larger Loire River. Formed by the confluence of the
Mayenne and Sarthe rivers north of Angers it flows through the city joining the Loire to the
southwest.
34

Good Shepherd Sisters Motherhouse address is ‘Soeurs du Bon Pasteur, 3, rue Brault
49045 Angers Cedex 01, France’
35

Sr. Mary Hayden, Personal Conversation, May/June 2009

36

The novices worked in the laundry of a Prisoner of War Camp

37

Mae Tinee (October 22, 1936) ‘Cloistered’, Chicago Tribune. Investiture is the ceremony
of ‘taking the final vows’, where the Sister is conferred the honor to wear the ‘black veil’
having completed five and a half years of probationary service to be accepted into the order.
38 Sr. Mary Hayden

(July 30 2017) Dark Night of the Soul, Sealed narrative given to Fr Michael
Shea before her death
39Antonia Symonds (August 13, 2017) ‘Sr. Mary Hayden

- A Gift of Self’, Independent Catholic
News, Retrieved from http://www.indcatholicnews.com/news/33180
40

Ibid

41 Sr. Mary

Hayden (July 30 2017) Dark Night of the Soul, Sealed narrative given to Fr Michael
Shea before her death
42

Good Shepherd Convent of Kotahena is a Catholic Girls' school founded in May 1869. It
is located in a neighborhood of Colombo Sri Lanka named Kotahena. The school educates
girls from kindergarten to age 18
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43 Sr. Mary Hayden

(July 30 2017) Dark Night of the Soul, Sealed narrative given to Fr Michael
Shea before her death
44Antonia Symonds (August 13, 2017) ‘Sr. Mary Hayden

- A Gift of Self’, Independent Catholic
News, Retrieved from http://www.indcatholicnews.com/news/33180
45

Ngô Đình Diệm, was a South Vietnamese politician who, by the end of 1955, named
himself President of the first Republic of Vietnam which he founded. As a Catholic he was
unpopular among Buddhists who opposed him. On November 2, 1963, Diệm was
assassinated in a coup d’etat.
46

Antonia Symonds (August 13, 2017) ‘Sr. Mary Hayden - A Gift of Self’, Independent
Catholic News, Retrieved from http://www.indcatholicnews.com/news/33180
47

A fine old two story French colonial villa served as the house for the Good Shepherd
vocational training school and trade center. Commonly known as the Vinh Long House, it
stood as an imposing yellow brick structure in the middle of extensive gardens overlooking
the emerald‐green paddy fields of the Mekong Delta. It was once the property of
Monsignor Ngo Dinh Thuc, brother of the deposed president, Diem, who was executed
after the coup. Msgr. Thuc left South Vietnam for France to live in exile after the coup
never returning to Vietnam. He donated the building to the Good Shepherd Sisters. It is
rumored (as of July 2017) that the Government of Vietnam plans to build a hotel on the
property where the Good Shepherd Sisters Center was located in April 1975. On December
13, 1984 he died at age 87 in the U.S.
48Vinh Long is the capital of Vinh Long Province in the Mekong Delta region of South Vietnam.

In 2009 the population was 147,000. Vinh Long is 132 km southwest of Saigon and about 90
km to the South China Sea.
49

Della Denman (January 5, 1973). Helping to Rehabilitate the Young in South Vietnam.
New York Times
50

The title “Sargent Major” was coined for Sr. Mary by U.S. soldier, Sgt. Ronald Alcott, who
was stationed at the Vinh Long Airbase and spent much of his off duty time at the convent
using his many talents to help build the swimming pool, laundry, and other projects. Ron
and his wife Lillian reside in Groton MA.
51

The Amazing Story of 93 Year Old Sr. Mary Hayden from Inistioge and Shairing Fair in
Thailand (November 14, 2012). Retrieve from http://www.kilkennypeople.ie/news/yourcommunity/52598.htm
52

Grandchildren Everett Greenwood (age 13) of Lafayette Louisiana, Allison Carpenter (age
12) and Nicholas Carpenter (age 10) of Katy Texas
53 American helicopter pilot Captain Robin Miller, Commander of the Cobra Gunship Platoon,

and his crew risked their lives to save the nuns and the girls during the Tet Offensive, rescuing
them during the last Viet Cong attack on the convent.
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54

Sr. Mary Hayden (no date). Annals: Good Shepherd Sisters Vietnam 1958. no publisher,
18,20.
55

Russ Anderson (April 8, 1968). War Torn Convent Waits and Wonders. Stars & Stripes.

56 Carl D.

Robinson (January 2, 1970) Irish Nuns Run ‘Home’ for War Victims. Eugene Register

Guard
57

‘They’, referring to Viet Cong

58Glamor

Gone Still Does Job. (March 22, 1968). Nevada Daily Mail. Sister Mary Hayden is
quoted: “The rescue followed a night of terror for us and the pupils when the Viet Cong
smashed into Vinh Long. The helicopter boys should each be given a halo and a pair of
wings.”
59

Captain Robin Miller was wounded and hospitalized with a shattered hand.

60

‘They’ referring to the girls. The nuns were trying to get the school back to normal. Small
repairs were being made so the girls can get back to their dormitories. The girls were
crowded into one small room.
61

The Battle of Hue, starting in February 1968 marked as one of the bloodiest and longest
of the Vietnam War. Hue is a city in South Vietnam.
62

In her role as Provincial Superior Sr. Mary was responsible for the Good Shepherd Sisters
order in Burma, Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore as well as Vietnam.
63

Oblate Antonia Symonds is a Good Shepherd Sisters ‘mission partner’ in Nongkhai. She
organized the ‘Hands of Hope’ project (point to www.handsofhopenongkhai.com) and
helped organize and administer several other Good Shepherd Sisters Develop Projects in
Nongkhai such as the ‘Village Outreach Program’, ‘Child Sponsorship Program’, ‘Village
Vocational Training Center’ and the ‘Regina Woman’s Self Help Center’. (Point to
www.goodshepherdnongkhai.com)
64

Sr. Mary Ursula Lee had joined the mission at the beginning and worked with Sr. Mary for
the past 10 years until the fateful day of April 4, 1975. The orphaned children were under
her care.
65

Sr. Mary Hayden, Personal Conversation, May 2017

66

Rachel Martin (April 26, 2015). Remembering the Doomed First Flight of Operation
Babylift. NPR Weekend Edition Sunday. Col. Bud Traynor, C5A pilot, and Lt Regina Aune, Chief
Medical Officer in charge of Operation Babylift, survived the crash. She is likely the last
person Sr Ursula spoke to before dying in the crash. Lt. Aune rescued 80 children from the
wreckage in spite of several broken bones she endured. One of the orphans she rescued was
an infant who Sr Ursula had placed for adoption with the Lockhart family of California. The
Lockharts were awaiting the arrival of their new daughter in San Diego at the time of the C5
crash. The child survived the crash and was placed on a later flight to be united with her
parents. The Lockharts gave the name of Aryn to their newly adopted daughter. In 1995 Aryn
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Lockhart made contact with Regina Aune who by then was promoted to Lt Colonel. Regina
Aune and Aryn Lockhardt bonded and today are ‘best of friends’ co-authoring the book
“Operation Babylift: Mission Accomplished,a Memoir of Hope and Healing”, Blue Line
Publishing LLC, Denver CO. Regina Aune retired from the Air Force with rank of Colonel, holds
a PhD in Nursing, was Dean of the Texas A&M International University School of Nursing and
retired as Dean of the Galen College School of Nursing in San Antonio.
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Sr. Mary Hayden (no date). Annals: Good Shepherd Sisters Vietnam 1958. no publisher,
56, 57.
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Among them Ngue Anh (Simone) Barney
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US Airbase at Subic Base, the Philippines, closed in 1992.
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Ngue Anh (Simone) Barney first met Sr. Mary in 1959 and worked for her faithfully in
Ving Long and Saigon. On April 29, the day before Saigon fell and the day before Sr. Mary
was evacuated from the American Embassy, Sr. Mary arranged for a helicopter to take
Simone, Sr. Fidelma Haverly, and 95 other Vietnamese from Vinh Long to the safety of an
aircraft carrier anchored offshore in the South China Sea. After leaving Quam Simone
eventually made her way to Portland Oregon where she met and married John Barney.
From 2003 to 2017 Simone visited Sr. Mary in Nongkhai twice a year and was present, in
attendance, for Sr. Mary’s funeral in Nongkhai.
Antonia Symonds (August 13, 2017) ‘Sr. Mary Hayden - A Gift of Self’, Independent
Catholic News, Retrieved from http://www.indcatholicnews.com/news/33180
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ibid
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Retrieved from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nong_Khai_Refugee_camp

75

The Lao Royal Family was overthrown by the Pathet Lao communists in 1975. The takeover
resulted in an enormous surge in refugees crossing the Mekong River into Thailand. Many
of the refugees were Hmongs, fierce Lao tribesmen who fought alongside the Americans
during the Vietnam War as one of our most reliable allies. Sr. Mary Hayden and Sr Margaret
Dymphna Brady worked tirelessly with Catholic Relief Services and her old friend from
Vietnam, Msgr Bob Charlebois, assisting an estimated 45,000 refugees in the region around
Nongkhai.
76

Redemptorist Missionaries Fr Michael J Shea and Fr Peter Leng ferried evacuees from Lao
to Thailand across the Mekong River in small boats. It was a dangerous venture that saved
many Laotian people who would have otherwise faced certain death at the hands of the
Pathet Lao. It is noteworthy that Fr Leng, a Thai national from the village of Viengkuk located
close to Sarnelli orphanage, was the nephew of Sister Lucia Kambang, one of the ‘Seven
Martyrs of Thailand’, shot on December 1940 in Songkhon northeast Thailand. Fr Leng died
in 1993.
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Gospel of John 20:21
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Sr. Mary Hayden (no date). Annals: Good Shepherd Sisters Vietnam 1958. no publisher,
80, 81.
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Sr. Mary stated in conversation with Fr Michael Shea and the author
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Sr. Mary Ursula Lee died in the C5 plane crash on April 4, 1975 at TSN Airbase.
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Sisters Mary Hayden, Margaret Dymphna Brady, Joan Gormley, Patricia O’Driscoll, Anne
Furlong, and Fidelma Haverly
82

Sisters Mercy Ho and Brigitte Vu
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Sisters Regina Marie Do, M. Madeleine Nguyen, Therese Bich Lien, Mary Christine Truong,
Mary Rose Vu, Myriam Therese Phan, M. Bridget Vu, Mary Lucy LE, Mary Catherine Phan,
Rosalie Nguyen, Mary Inez Thai, Mary Joanna Le, Mary Josephine Nguyen, Mary Monica
Duong, Mary Goretti Vo
84

Rosemary Taylor, an Australian high school teacher, went to Vietnam in 1967 as an
educational social worker and the first Roman Catholic to join a refugee service sponsored
by the Australian Council of Churches. She is the president of “Friends for All Children” and
currently lives in Bangkok. She was author of a part of the ‘Annals: Good Shepherd Sisters
Vietnam 1958’. Retrieve from http://www.adoptvietnam.org/adoption/babyliftrosemary.html
85 Ilse Ewald, German national, was in charge of To Am Orphanage in Saigon. She was a friend

of Sr. Mary and Rosemary Taylor
86Sr.

Mary Hayden (no date). Annals: Good Shepherd Sisters Vietnam 1958. no publisher, 85.
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Ibid., 87, 88
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Ibid., 90
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Rosemary Taylor and Irene Durante accompanied Sr. Mary on the second trip.
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Rosemary Taylor and Irene Durante accompanied Sr. Mary on the third trip also.
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Sr. Mary Hayden (no date). Annals: Good Shepherd Sisters Vietnam 1958. no publisher, 95
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Ibid., 96
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Antonia Symonds (August 13, 2017) ‘Sr. Mary Hayden - A Gift of Self’, Independent
Catholic News, Retrieved from http://www.indcatholicnews.com/news/33180
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Fr Mike’s homily is embedded in the italicized text in this narrative. The content of Fr
Mike’s funeral homily is a reflection that Sr. Mary wrote about her spiritual life. No one
knew of this reflection except for Fr Mike who was handed an envelope containing the
reflection with her instructions to not open until after she died. Fr Mike chose to read her
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reflection as her funeral homily. A copy of the “Dark Night of the Soul” she handed to Fr
Mike follows.
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